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ntroduction 
In this article we first give the two-level 

hierarchical model of Jewell, involving a 
portfolio of contracts, which can be broken 
up into sub-portfolios (sectors), each consist-
ing of groups. In Section 1 we will give the 
assumptions of the hierarchical model with 
two levels and the question to be solved is: 
find (credibility) estimates for the pure risk 
premium of the class (which is a set of the 
contracts, often referred to as a contract 
again), for the pure risk premium of the sec-
tor. 
Some unbiased estimators are given in Sec-
tion 2. This completes the solution of the 
hierarchical credibility model in case of 
non-homogeneous linear credibility esti-
mates. When one considers homogeneous 
linear credibility approximations, see Sec-
tion 3, again one obtains the results with the 
parameters estimated as in the previous sec-
tion. Jewell’s hierarchical model is a two 
level classification procedure. It is clear that 
this process can be generalized to any num-
ber of levels. Section 4, contains a descrip-
tion of the hierarchical model with three le-
vels. So, one might create a multi-level hie-
rarchical model by, e.g. grouping sectors in-
to cohorts, and have different structure pa-
rameters for each level. The risk parameters 

pertaining to a certain contract are a random 
vector, of which the last component is 
unique for the contract at hand the next-to-
last for the sector the contract is in, and so 
on. 
 
1. The description of the hierarchical 
model with two levels 
We consider now a portfolio of contracts, 
which can be broken up to into sub-portfolios 
(sector), each consisting of groups. The sec-
tor is characterized by a risk parameter drawn 
from a structure distribution describing the 
heterogeneity between sectors. Given the sec-
tor, the group (of contracts) is characterized 
by another risk parameter. We get the scheme 
of Diagram 1.  
Each contract j = 1, kp (each class j in sector 
p) is the average of a group of pjrw  contracts, 
where pjrw  is the weight (size) of the group j 

at time r, with tr ,1= . 
The model consists of the structural variables 

pθ  and pjθ  and the observable va-

riables pjrX , where trkjPp p ,1,,1,,1 === . 
So the sector p  consists of the set of va-
riables: 

( ) trkjXX ppjrpjpppp ,1,,1,,,,, === θθθθ  

and the contract ( )jp,  consists of the variables: ( ) trXX pjrpjpjpj ,1,,, == θθ . 

I
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Sector                                              1………………………p………………….P 
 
Contracts                                               (p, 1)……………..(p, j)………..(p, pk )  

Structure variables                                                          pθ                                

                                                                  1pθ ,…………….., pjθ ,…………,
ppkθ  

Observable variables with  
associated weights                                                            pjrX             j=1,kp        

                                                                                                 )( pjrw            r=1,t        
 
 

Diagram 1. Hierarchical scheme 
 
Of course the variables pjrX  represents the 
average of pjrw  contracts grouped together at 
time r as follows: 
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The hypotheses of the Jewell model can be 
formulated as: 
(J1) The sectors are independent: 
( )ppp X,,θθ  is independent of ( )''' ,, ppp Xθθ , 

with Ppp ,1', =  and 'pp ≠ ; 
(J2) For each Pp ,1=  and for given values of 

pθ , the contracts ( )pjpj X,θ  are conditionally 
independent; 
(J3) For each Pp ,1= , pkj ,1=  and for giv-
en values of ( )pjp θθ , , the observations pjX  
are conditionally independent; 
(J4) All pairs of variables ( )pjp θθ ,  for 

pkjPp ,1,,1 ==  are identically distributed; 
(J5) ( ) ( )pjppjppjrXE θθμθθ ,,| = , for all 

tr ,1=  [ ( )pjp θθμ ,  is the pure net risk pre-
mium of the contract ( )jp, ] 

( ) ( ) pjrpjppjppjr wXVar /,,| 2 θθσθθ = , for all 

tr ,1= ; 
(J6) ( ) ( ) trkjXE ppppjr ,1,,1,| === θνθ  
[ ( )pθν  is the pure net risk premium of sector 
p], with 

PpkjtrwiX ppjr
i

pjr ,1,,1,,1,,1,)( ====  sa-

tisfying the hypotheses: (J1), (J2), (J3), (J4), 
(J5’) and (J6’), where: 
(J5’) All contracts have in common that their 
variances and expectations are represented by 
the same functions ( )⋅⋅,2σ  and ( )⋅⋅,μ  of the 
risk parameter ( ( )⋅⋅,2σ  and ( )⋅⋅,μ  do not de-
pend on the subscripts: jp,  and r), that is: 

( ) ( )pjppjp
i

pjrXVar θθσθθ ,,| 2)( = ,

trwi pjr ,1,,1 ==  

( ) ( ) trwiXE pjrpjppjp
i

pjr ,1,,1,,,|)( === θθμθθ  
(J6’) All sectors have in common that their 
expectations are represented by the same 
function ( )⋅ν  of the risk parameter (the func-
tions ( )⋅ν  do not depend on the subscripts: 

jp,  and r ), that is: 
( ) ( ) trwiXE pjrpp

i
pjr ,1,,1,|)( === θνθ . 

This section provides us with estimates for 
( )pθν  on sector level, and for ( )pjp θθμ ,  on 

contract level. The structural parameters that 
will occur in the credibility premium and 
their interpretation now are as follows: 
i) 

( )[ ]pp Emm θν== ( )[ ] ( )pjrpjp XEE == θθμ , . 
This represents the combined expectation for 
the entire collective; 
ii) ( )[ ]pjpEs θθσ ,22 = . This structure para-

meter 2s  measures the degree of fluctuation 
of the individual contract or the heterogeneity 
in time of the data; 
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iii) ( )( )[ ]ppjpVarEa θθθμ |,= . This quantity 
a  now measures the degree of variability in a 
sector, or the heterogeneity within a sector; 
iv) ( )[ ]pVarb θν= . This structure parameter 
b  is a measure for the heterogeneity between 
the different sectors. 
Define pjz  which will later prove to be a cre-
dibility factor on contract level and pz  the 
credibility factor at sector level, as: 

( ) ( )...
2

. /,/ ppppjpjpj bzabzzawsawz +=+=  
The weights appearing in the definition of 

pjz  are the natural weights pjrw  

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
= ∑

=

t

r
pjrpj ww

1
. .Those for pz  are the cumu-

lated credibility weights. It is important to 

keep in mind the distinction between 
∑=

j
pjp zz .  and pz . Further introduce the 

following weighted averages: 
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The averages we will use for the sector and 
the entire collective are again weighted with 
the cumulated credibility factors instead of 
the natural weights: 
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The following estimators will be used in the 
sequel: 

pzwp XN =  individual estimator for ( )pθν ; 

pjwpj XM =  individual estimator for 
( )pjp θθμ , ; 

zzwXN =0  collective estimator for ( )pθν ş 

pzwp XM =0  collective estimator for 
( )pjp θθμ , ; 

Note that 0pp MN = . Now, we derive the 
credibility results for the two-level hierar-
chical model. The credibility premiums at 
sector level are given in the following theo-
rem: 
Theorem 1.1: (Credibility estimate at sec-
tor level) Consider the two-level hierarchical 
model of Jewell as introduced in this section. 
Under the hypotheses (J1)-(J6), the following 
linearized non-homogeneous estimator is ob-
tained for the pure net risk premium of sector 

p: ( ) ( ) pzwpp
a
pp XzmzN +−== 1

^
θν  

This result can be found in [4]. The credibili-
ty premiums at contract level are given in the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 1.2 (Credibility estimate at con-
tract level) Under the same hypotheses as 
the previous theorem, the following linea-

rized non-homogeneous estimator is obtained 
for the pure net risk premium of the contract 
( ) :, jp  

( ) ( ) pjwpjppj
a
pjpjp XzmzM +−== 1,

^
θθμ  

This result can be found in [4]. To be able to 
use the results from this section, one still has 
to estimate the unknown structure parameters 

bamm p ,,,  and 2s , appearing in a
pN  and 

a
pjM . Note that because of the assumptions, 

we have pmm = . Some unbiased estimators 
are given in the following section. 
 
2. Parameter estimation 
Here and the following (see Section 3 and 
Section 4) we present the main results leav-
ing the detailed computations to the reader. 
Combining the statistics of all sectors enables 
us to derive estimates for the structure para-
meters on the sector level, and also combin-
ing the statistics of the different contracts 
enables us to derive estimates for the struc-
ture parameters on the contract level. So we 
will provide some useful estimators for the 
structure parameters: bamm p ,,,  and 2s  in 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1: (Unbiasedness of the estima-
tors) The random variables: 
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pzwpp XNm ==
^

, 

zzwXNm == 0

^
, 

( ) ( )+∑∑ −−=
jp
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rjp

pjr tXXws
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( ) ( )∑∑ +
−−=

p
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^
, 

( ) ( )1/2
^

−−= ∑ PXXzb zzwpzw
p

p  

are unbiased (pseudo-) estimators of the cor-
responding parameters. 
For the proof see [1] from the References. 
This completes the solution to the hierarchic-
al credibility model in case of non-
homogeneous linear credibility estimates. 
When one considers homogeneous linear 
credibility approximations-see Section 3-, 
again one obtains the results with the para-
meters estimated as in the previous theorem. 

3. Jewell model for homogeneous credibili-
ty estimators 
Theorem 3.1: (Linearized homogeneous 
estimators in hierarchical model) Under 
the hypotheses (J1)-(J6) the following linea-
rized homogeneous estimators are obtained 
for the pure net risk premium of the sector 
and the pure net risk premium of the con-
tract: 

( ) ( ) pzwpzzwp
a
pp XzXzN +−== 1

^
θν  

( ) ( ) pjwpjpzwpj
a
pjpjp XzXzM +−== 1,

^
θθμ  

For the proof see [1] from the References. 
 
4. The description of the hierarchical 
model with three levels 
The results of the two-level hierarchical 
model of Jewell can be summarized as in the 
following Diagram 2. 

 
                       Individual          Collective      Heterogeneity     Credibility        
                       estimator            estimator       within                 factor                 
Level 2 

(portfolio)         zzwX                                        2

^
Vb =  

Level 1 

(sectors)             pzwX                    zzwX          1

^
Va =                  pz  

 
Level 0 

(contracts)         pjwX                     pzwX            0

^
2 Vs =               pjz  

Diagram 2. Jewell’s hierarchical model with two levels 
 
Note that in this diagram, the collective esti-
mator at level k is the individual estimator at 
level 1+k . The numerator of the estimators 

2,1,0, =kVk  is a sum of weighted squared 
differences of observed values minus indi-
vidual estimates. The denominator is the 
number of terms in this summation, minus 
the number of estimated means. Since the 
weights appearing in the expressions for the 
estimator kV  depend on kV , it must be com-
puted using iteration. Indeed we have: 
 

( ) ( )∑∑ +
−−=

jp
pj

rjp
pjwpjrpjr tXXwV

,

2

,,
0 1/ ; 

( ).10.1 / pjpjpj wVVwVz += ; 

( ) ( )∑∑ +
−−=

p
ppzwpjw

jp
pj kXXzV 1/2

,
1 ; 

( ).21.2 / ppp zVVzVz += ; 

( ) ( )1/2
2 −−= ∑ PXXzV

p
zzwpzwp . 

It is clear that this process can be generalized 
to any number of levels. One gets a system of 
equation in the variables ,...,, 210 VVV which 
have to be solved iteratively. To fix idea we 
will write down explicitly some of the formu-
lae arising when one level, say company lev-
el with index c, is added. We then have to 
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examine observable variables with four in-
dices cpjqX , where c is the index denoting the 
company, p denotes the sector, j the contract, 
and q the year of observation. The following 
structure variables have to be considered, see 
Diagram 3. 

cθ : at company level, 

cpθ : for sector p in company c; 

cpjθ : for contract j in sector p of company c. 
Of course the cpjqX variables may denote the 
average of cpjqn  contracts grouped together, 
as follows: 

cpjq

n

i

i
cpjqcpjq nXX

cpjq

/
1

)(∑
=

=  

 
Company                                                c=1,2,……… 
 
Structure variables: 
company level  →                                 cθ  
sector level      →                                  cpθ  
contract level   →                                  cpjθ  
 
Contract                                                 ( )jpc ,,  
Observable variables level 0 
with associated weights                        1cpjX  
                                                               )( 1cpjw  
                                                                 M  
                                                                 cpjtX  
                                                                 ( )cpjtw  

Diagram 3. Hierarchical structure with three levels 
 
One is interested in estimates for the follow-
ing quantities: 

( ) ( )[ ]ccpcc E θθθμθμ |,21 =  
( ) ( )[ ]cpccpjcpccpc E θθθθθμθθμ ,|,,, 32 =  
( ) [ ]cpjcpccpjrcpjcpc XE θθθθθθμ ,,|,,3 =  

Once given a θ  on a certain level, one sup-
poses the conditional distribution of the va-
riables appearing on the lower level, to be in-
dependent. Then one can aggregate the data 
with the appropriate weights, starting from 
the given weights w, and next considering the 
relevant credibility weights. The results for 
the multi-level model can be directly derived 
from the two-step model. Therefore the re-

sults are written down immediately. Starting 
from the weights, one introduces analogous 
for the covariance matrices as in the case of 
the two-level model, namely: 

[ ] ( ) cpjcpjcpccpjcpccpj WXCov θθθσθθθ ,,,,| 2= , 
where ( ) cpjrrrrrcpj wW /'',

δ= . Considering al-

so: [ ] ( )cpjcpccpjcpccpjrXE θθθμθθθ ,,,,| =  one 
then obtains the credibility factor cpjz  for the 
contract ( )jpc ,, , cpz  for the sector ( )pc,  
and cz  for the company c . The summations 
over the different indices are now calculated 
by the following conventions: 

==== ∑∑∑∑∑∑ cpjw
j cp

cpj

p c

cp

c

c
cpzw

p c

cp

c

c
czzw

c

c
zzzw X

z
z

z
z

z
z

X
z
z

z
z
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z
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Note that the classical estimate (in case no 
credibility theory is applied) for the expecta-
tion m  normally is calculated as: 
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cpjr
c p j r

cpjr X
w
w

∑∑∑∑
....

 

The formulae explain why for some portfo-
lios the collective estimator obtained by cre-
dibility theory is different from the one ob-
tained by applying averaging procedures. Fi-
nally the following scheme to be computed 
iteratively is obtained. In Diagram 4 the fol-
lowing symbols are used: 

( )20 ∑ −= cpjwcpjqcpjq XXwV /(Number of 

terms in this summation minus number of es-
timated means cpjwX ); 

( ).10.1 / cpjvpjcpj wVVwVz += ; 

( ) /2

,,
1 ∑ −=

jpc
cpzwcpjwcpj XXzV (Number of 

terms in this summation minus number of es-
timated means cpzwX );  

( ).21.2 / cpcpcp zVVzVz += ;  

( ) /2

,
2 czzwcpzw

pc
cp XXzV −= ∑ (Number of 

terms in this summation minus number of es-
timated means czzwX );  

( ).32.3 / ccc zVVzVz += ;  

( ) /2
3 zzzwczzw

c
c XXzV −= ∑ (Number of terms 

in this summation minus number of estimated 
means zzzwX ) 

 
                     Individual            Collective        Heterogeneity          Credibili-
ty           
                     estimator             estimator           within                      factor         
Level 3           zzzwX                                          3V  
Level 2 
(company)     czzwX                   zzzwX              2V                            cz  
Level 1 
(sectors)         cpzwX                  czzwX              1V                             cpz  
Level 0 
(contracts)     cpjwX                   cpzwX              0V                            cpjz  

Diagram 4. Jewell’s hierarchical model with three levels 
 
So, credibility estimate on the company level 

is: ( ) ( ) czzwccc Xzmz +−= 1
^

1 θμ ; 
Credibility estimate on the sector level is: 

( ) cpzwcpccp Xzmz +−= 1
^

2μ ; 
Credibility estimate for the contract level is: 

( ) ( ) cpjwcpjcpcpjcpjcpc Xzmz +−= 1,,
^

3 θθθμ . 
Linearized homogeneous estimators in the 
three-level hierarchical model of Jewell are: 

( ) ( ) czzwczzzwcc XzXz +−= 1
^

1 θμ ; 

( ) ( ) cpzwcpczzwcpcpc XzXz +−= 1,
^

2 θθμ ; 

( ) ( ) cpjwcpjcpzwcpjcpjcpc XzXz +−= 1,,
^

3 θθθμ . 

0V  can be calculated directly from the given 
data. 1V  contains cpjz  as weights, therefore it 
must be calculated iteratively starting with a 

set of initial values of cpjz , e.g. all equal to 
0,5. Using these starting values, a first ap-
proximation to 1V  is calculated, which pro-
duces a new set of cpjz , and one restarts. In 
the end, convergence is obtained and one has 
the value of 1V  and of the cpjz . Next 2V  can 
be calculated using a similar procedure, and 
so on. 
 
Conclusions 
The credibility method dealt with in this pa-
per is the greatest accuracy theory. 
In the first section we demonstrated that the 
estimators obtained for the pure net risk pre-
mium on sector level and for the pure net risk 
premium on contract level are the best linea-
rized credibility estimators for the two-level 
hierarchical model of Jewell, using the great-
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est accuracy theory. 
Section 2 completes the solution of Jewell’s 
hierachical model with two levels in case of 
non-homogeneous linear credibility esti-
mates. The mathematical theory provides the 
means to calculate useful estimators for the 
structure parameters. The property of unbia-
sedness of these estimators is very appealing 
and very attractive from point of view prac-
tical. 
In section 2 we give unbiased estimators for 
the structural parameters, such that if the 
structure parameters in the optimal linearized 
credibility premium are replaced by these es-
timators, a homogeneous estimator results. 
In section 3 we demonstrated that this last es-
timator is in fact the optimal linearized ho-
mogeneous credibility estimator. 
In Section 4 we show that the hierarchical 
structure of Jewell, which is a two level clas-
sification procedure, can be generalized to 
any number of levels. So, in this section we 
show that one might create a multi-level hie-
rarchical model by, e,g. grouping sectors into 
cohorts and have different structure parame-
ters for each level. The credibility results for 
the multi –level model can be directly de-
rived from the two-step model. 
So the article provides the mans to calculate 
the credibility premiums at company level, at 
sector level and so on, which represents the 

most recent developments in Bayesian credi-
bility theory. They certainly present the only 
solution where insurance industry faces risks 
with risk characteristics that cannot be as-
signed to any established collective or with a 
risk coverage under circumstances not earlier 
met. 
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